Apex Dashboard Designer
Dashboard Designer
The Dashboard Designer provides an intuitive UI that facilitates data binding and shaping, and
layout design. Many of these normally complex tasks can be accomplished with a simple drag-anddrop operation, allowing you to start creating dashboards immediately.
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Creating a Dashboard
When you run an application containing the Dashboard Designer, it already contains an empty
dashboard. To create a new dashboard, click the New button in the ribbon Home tab.

Connecting to SQL Databases
The Dashboard Designer provides the capability to connect to multiple types of SQL databases
using the Data Source wizard. This tutorial describes how to establish a connection to any
supported database and select the required data.
To connect to an SQL database in the Dashboard Designer, follow the steps below.
1. Click the New Data Source button in the Data Source ribbon tab.

2. On the first page of the invoked Data Source Wizard dialog, select Database and
click Next.

3. On the next page, select the required data provider and specify the required connection
parameters.

For instance, if you selected the Microsoft SQL Server data provider, the following options should
be specified.


Server name
Specify the name of the MS SQL server to which the connection should be established.



Authentication type
Specify the authentication mode of the MS SQL Server. You can choose whether to
use Windows authentication or Server authentication.



User name
Specify the user name used to authenticate to the MS SQL server.



Password
Specify the password used to authenticate to the MS SQL server.



Database
Select the database that contains required data.

4. After you have specified the required connection parameters, click Next and specify how to
select data from the database.

o

o

Select the Query option and run the Query Builder by clicking the Run Query
Builder... button. The Query Builder allows you to choose the required
tables/columns visually and passes the resulting SQL query to the SQL String editor.
Click Finish to create the data source.
Select the Stored Procedure option to select one of the stored procedures from the
database.
Click Next.

5. On the final page, you can optionally add query parameters and preview data.

Click Finish to create the data source.

Using the Query Builder
In the Query Builder dialog, you can add data tables and views to the data source, and select which
columns to include. The Query Builder automatically joins the related tables, so all you need to do is
drag-and-drop.

Add Tables
To add the required tables/views to a data source, double-click the table (or view) or drag-and-drop
it from the Tables pane onto the Diagram pane.

Then, select the required columns.

Join Tables
Note that if at least one table has been added to the Diagram pane, the Tables pane highlights
tables that have a relationship with any of the recently added tables.

When you add the next table it will open a window to create the join.

To edit this relation, select it and use its context menu.

The following commands are available.


Edit Relation - Allows you to edit the selected relation. Clicking this menu item invokes
the Join Editor dialog.

First, check the join type. You can specify it in the Join type combo box (Inner join or Left outer join).
To edit column and table names in the existing condition, click the name you wish to replace and
choose a different name from the popup menu.


Delete Relation - Removes the selected relation. Note that this action removes the
joined table(s).

Edit Column Settings
After you have added the tables and selected the required columns, you can change settings for
each column in the Grid pane.

The following settings are available for each column.





Use Column to select the required column from the combo box or add a new column. If
necessary, you can customize a column expression. To do this, click the ellipsis button for the
required column and specify the expression in the invoked Expression Editor dialog.
The Table column displays corresponding table names.
The Alias column allows you to specify the column alias.

NOTE
Note that aggregated columns should always have an alias.






The Output column allows you to choose whether to include specific columns to the query.
Use the Sorting type combo box to specify the sort order of column values. The Sort
order column allows you to specify the order in which several columns are sorted.
The Group By statement is used in conjunction with the aggregate functions to group the
result-set by one or more columns.
The Aggregate option allows you to specify the aggregate function used to aggregate
column values.

NOTE
Note that you should apply aggregation/grouping either to all columns or to none of them.

Preview Data
The Query Builder allows you to preview data for the created SQL query. To do this, click
the Preview Results...button.

This invokes the Data Preview window containing data returned after executing the query.

Manage SQL Queries
After you connect to the data store and select the required data, you can edit the resulting
query/stored procedure or add another query/stored procedure to the data source.
To manage queries for the current data source, use buttons from the Query group in the Data
Source ribbon tab.

You can perform the following actions.







Add Query - Adds a new query to the data source. Clicking this button invokes the Query
Editor dialog that allows you to create a new query by invoking the Query Builder or to select
the existing stored procedure.
Edit - Modifies the selected query/stored procedure using the Query Editor.
Rename - Renames the selected query.
Filter - Filters the selected query. To learn more, see the Filter Queries topic.
Delete - Removes the selected query.

Filter Queries
SQL queries constructed in the Query Builder can be filtered by including WHERE clauses to the
query. Filtering can be applied to either underlying or aggregated data. You can also limit the
number of returned records when filtering data.




Invoke the Filter Editor
Filter Data
Add Limits

Invoke the Filter Editor
To filter data in the Query Builder, click the Filter... button... in the Data Source ribbon tab...

... or use a corresponding button within the Query Builder. This will invoke the Filter Editor dialog,
which allows you to build filter criteria.

The Filter tab allows you to filter underlying data while the Group Filter tab provides the capability
to filter data aggregated on the server side.

Filter Data
In the Filter Editor, you can compare a field value with the following objects.




A static value (represented by the
icon). Click this button to switch to the next item mode
("another field value") to compare the field value with another field value.
Another field value (represented by the icon). Click this button to switch to the next item
mode (“parameter value”) to compare the field value with a parameter value.
A parameter value (represented by the icon). Click this button to switch back to the initial
mode ("static value") to compare the field value with a static value.

Thus, you can pass the query parameter to the filter string. To do this, click the
the button and finally click <select a parameter>.

button, then click

In the invoked popup menu, you can choose from the following options.


Add Query Parameter - allows you to create a new query parameter. The following dialog
will be invoked.



In this dialog, you can specify a parameter's name (Name), type (Type) and value (Value).
If the current query already contains query parameters, they will be displayed within the
popup menu.



Bind to - allows you to pass a dashboard parameter to a filter string. You can choose from
the list of predefined dashboard parameters or create a new dashboard parameter by
selecting Add Dashboard Parameter. If you selected Add Dashboard Parameter, the
following dialog will be invoked.



In this dialog, you can specify settings of the dashboard parameter to be created. To learn
more, see Creating Parameters.
After you specified the required settings, click OK. A new dashboard parameter along with a
new query parameter will be created. Note that created dashboard and query parameters
will be bound automatically.

The Group Filter tab of the Filter Editor allows you to apply filtering to grouped/aggregated data
fields by including HAVING clauses to the query. Grouping and aggregation are managed by
the Group By and Aggregate options in the Query Builder. To learn more, see the Edit Column
Settings paragraph in the Query Builder topic.

Add Limits
The Filter Editor also allows you to limit the number of returned records. To do this, enable
the Select only checkbox and specify the number of records to be returned.

You can also skip the required number of records in the returned dataset by specifying the records
starting with index value.

Pass Query Parameters
Edit

The Query Builder allows you to add query parameters when creating a filter criteria. To specify
settings of an added query parameter, click Next in the Query Editor dialog.

On the next page, add a new parameter (using the Add button) and specify its settings.






Name - Specifies a parameter's name.
Type - Specifies the parameter's type.
Expression - Specifies whether an expression is used to specify a parameter's value.
Value - Specifies the parameter's value. If the Expression check box is checked, you can
invoke the Expression Editor dialog to specify the required expression or select an
existing dashboard parameter to pass to the SQL query.

Use the Remove button to remove query parameters.
Click the Preview... button to preview the query result. Then, click Finish to complete query
modification.

Creating Calculated Fields
The Dashboard Designer provides the capability to create calculated fields that allow you to apply
complex expressions to data fields that are obtained from the dashboard's data source. You can use
these fields in data visualizations as regular data source fields.



Creating a Calculated Field
Editing a Calculated Field

NOTE
Note that calculated fields are not supported for OLAP data sources.

Creating a Calculated Field
After you have created a data source, you can add a new calculated field based on the existing data
source fields.
To create a calculated field, select the required data source (and the required query/data member, if
applicable) in the Data Source Browser and click the Add Calculated Field button in the Ribbon's
Data Source tab...

...or right-click the Field List and select Add Calculated Field in the context menu.

This invokes the Expression Editor dialog, which allows you to specify an expression that will be used
to obtain calculated field values. Here, you can construct the required expression.

You can use the following elements in expressions.






Functions
Operators
Columns
Constants
Parameters

After the expression has been specified, click OK. This displays a new calculated field in the data
source structure.

Now you can specify the required calculated field type, change its default name, etc.

Editing a Calculated Field
To edit a calculated field, use its context menu.

This menu contains the following items.

Item

Description

Edit
Expression...

Invokes the Expression Editor dialog, which allows you to change an expression for
an existing calculated field.

Field Type

Specifies the type of the calculated field.

Rename

Changes the calculated field name.

Rename

Removes the existing calculated field from the data source.

Adding Dashboard Items
To create a dashboard item in the Dashboard Designer, click the corresponding button in
the Home ribbon tab.

This creates an empty dashboard item, and displays the required data sections for binding this item
to data (for instance, the image below displays the Pivot dashboard item and corresponding data
sections).

Perform the following steps to design a dashboard item.






Bind the dashboard item to data.
Perform the required data shaping operations (such as grouping, sorting and filtering).
Use the interactivity features to enable interaction between various dashboard items.
Adjust the dashboard item's position and size and specify the dashboard item
caption settings.
Specify specific dashboard item settings based on its type. To learn more, see Designing
Dashboard Items.

After you have created and designed the dashboard item, you can create an exact copy. To do this,
click the Duplicate button in the Home ribbon tab...

... or use the dashboard item's context menu. To remove the dashboard item from the dashboard,
use the Delete button or the corresponding item in the context menu.

Binding Concepts
To bind dashboard items to data in the Dashboard Designer, the DATA ITEMS pane is used.

Each dashboard item type has a specific set of data sections, such
as Values, Arguments and Series in the chart, Columns and Sparklines in the grid,
and Values, Columns and Rows in the pivot grid. Each data section corresponds to a particular
dashboard item area or element, and should be mapped to data to be displayed within this
area/element.
Mapping is performed using data items - objects that are used to bind a dashboard item to data
source fields. Data items are used to link the dashboard item to the required data source fields and,
thus, visualize data within the dashboard item.
Another key concept in data binding is the data item container, which represents a set of data
items. It can contain either a single data item or multiple data items, and allows you to specify
various options related to how a specific dashboard item visualizes data.

The data item can process data in two ways - as dimensions or measures. This depends on the data
section to which the data item is assigned, and the type of the data item container.


Dimension - a data item whose values are not intended to be summarized.
These values can be of any type - string, date-time or numeric. In any case, the dashboard
does not summarize the dimension values, but group’s identical values. You can
perform grouping, sorting, or display the top values for the dimension values.
You can also customize data format settings for numeric and date-time values. To access the
data shaping settings, use the data item's menu button.



For instance, dimensions are used to provide data for the chart argument axis, pivot grid
column and row headers.



Measure - a data item whose values are summarized before they are used in the dashboard.
These values can be of any type - numeric, date-time or string. In any case, the dashboard
will calculate an appropriate summary function against measure values. You can also
customize the data format settings that affect how summary values are displayed. To access
these settings, use the data item's menu button.



For example, measures are used to provide data for the chart's Y-axis, and to calculate pivot
cell values.

Specific data sections display Options buttons for each data item container. Use these buttons to
invoke a dialog that allows you to specify the settings of this data item container. These settings
affect how a particular dashboard item's area/element displays the provided data.

Create Binding
The DATA ITEMS pane displays data sections of the selected dashboard item. It can be used to add,
rearrange or remove data items.
To bind a dashboard item to data, select the dashboard item. Then choose the required data field
from the Data Source Browser and drop it onto the appropriate section in the DATA ITEMS pane.

You can remove the data item by dragging it outside the DATA ITEMS pane.
To learn how to bind a specific dashboard item to data, see the Providing Data topic for the
required dashboard item.

To rename the data item, click its menu button and select Rename, to invoke the Rename Data
Item dialog.

Modify Binding
You can modify data binding by dragging data item containers within a data section. To do this,
drag the data item container to the required position.

You can also modify data binding by dragging data items within the DATA ITEMS pane. This action
has the following specifics.



If you drag the data item to a new position, the settings specified for the corresponding data
item container will be restored to the default values.
If you drag the data item to an existing data item placeholder, the settings of the
corresponding data item container will be applied.

Clear Binding
To remove all data items for a selected dashboard item, use the Remove Data Items button in
the Home ribbon tab.

You can also do this via the dashboard item's context menu.

Hidden Data Items
The HIDDEN DATA ITEMS area can be used to perform various data shaping and analysis
operations by measures or dimensions that do not directly take part in the visual representation of
data.
To create hidden data items, choose the required data field from the Data Source Browser and drop
it onto the appropriate section in the HIDDEN DATA ITEMS area.
You can perform the following operations using hidden data items.





Filtering
Sorting
Top N
Conditional Formatting

Filtering
You can use hidden dimensions to apply filtering to the dashboard item. To do this, select the
required hidden dimension in the Filter Editor dialog and specify the required condition.

For instance, the Grid on the image above can be filtered by the first quarter of the year
the SalesOrderDate (Quarter) dimension.

Sorting
You can sort values of the specified dimension by the hidden measure. To do this, select the
required measure from the dimension's Sort By sub-menu.

For instance, ItemName displayed in the Grid on the image above are sorted by values of the
hidden Quantity (Sum) measure.

Top N
You can use hidden measures in Top N conditions. To do this, select the required measure from
the Measure combo box in the Top N Values dialog.

For instance, the Grid on the image above displays top 5 categories for the Quantity (Sum) hidden
measure.

Conditional Formatting
You can create format rules based on hidden measures to apply conditional formatting to elements
corresponding to visible values. To do this, use the Add Format Rule menu of the hidden measure.

For the Expression format condition, you can use the required hidden measure in the same manner
as in the Filter Editor dialog.

Designing Dashboard Items
Apex Dashboard provides a number of visualization elements designed to present visual or textual
information in a dashboard - dashboard items.
This section describes the available dashboard items.
















Chart
Scatter Chart
Grid
Pies
Cards
Gauges
Pivot
Choropleth Map
Geo Point Maps
Range Filter
Images
Text Box
Treemap
Filter Elements
Dashboard Item Group

Chart
The topics in this section describe the features available in the Chart dashboard item, and provide
extensive information on how to create and customize charts in the Dashboard Designer.

Providing Data
The Dashboard Designer allows you to bind various dashboard items to data in a virtually uniform
manner. To learn more, see the Binding Dashboard Items to Data topic.
The only difference is in the data sections that the required dashboard item has. This topic describes
how to bind a Chart dashboard item to data in the Designer.



Binding to Data in the Designer
Transposing Arguments and Series

Binding to Data in the Designer
The image below shows a sample Chart dashboard item that is bound to data.

To bind the Chart dashboard item to data, drag and drop a data source field to a placeholder
contained in one of the available data sections. The table below lists and describes the Chart's data
sections.
Section

Description

Values

Contains data items against which the Y-coordinates of data points are
calculated. The Options button next to the Value data item allows you to
select the series type and specify different options. Note that some types of
series accept several measures. To learn more, see the documentation for
the required series type.

Arguments

Contains data items that provide values displayed along the X-axis of the
chart

Series

Contains data items whose values are used to create chart series.

Transposing Arguments and Series
The Chart dashboard item provides the capability to transpose chart arguments and series. In this
case, data items contained in the Arguments section are moved to the Series section, and vice
versa.

To transpose the selected Chart dashboard item, use the Transpose button in the Home ribbon tab.

Series
This section describes how to select a desired series type in the overview topic, and lists the variety
of available series types.
The section consists of the following topics.








Series Overview
Provides information on how to specify a series type in the Dashboard Designer.
Bar Series
Lists the available types of bar series.
Point and Line Series
Lists the available types of point and line series.
Area Series
Lists the available types of area series.
Range Series
Lists the available types of range series.
Weighted Series
Lists the available types of weighted series.
Financial Series
Lists the available types of financial series.

Series Overview
The Chart dashboard item supports a variety of series types - from simple bar and line charts to
complex candle stick and bubble graphs.







Bar Series
Point and Line Series
Area Series
Range Series
Weighted Series
Financial Series

This topic describes how to change the series type and specify various series options (for instance,
how to use secondary axis or enable point labels).




Series Types
Series Options
Series Point Labels

Series Types
To switch between series types in the Dashboard Designer, click the Options button next to the
required data item (or placeholder) in the Values section.

In the invoked Series Options dialog, select the required series type and click OK.

You can also do this using the Series Type gallery in the Design Ribbon tab.

Series Options
To manage common series options, use the Common Options tab of the Series Options dialog.




Plot on secondary axis - Specifies whether or not the secondary axis is used to plot the
current series.
Ignore empty points - Specifies whether or not empty points are ignored when plotting the
current series.
Note that this option is in effect for the Line, Area and Range Area series.



Show point markers - Specifies whether or not to show point markers for the current series.

NOTE
Note that point markers are always shown when Master Filtering is enabled for the Chart dashboard
item


Note that this option is in effect for the Line and Area series.

Series Point Labels
The Point Label Options tab of the Series Options dialog allows you to enable series point labels
and manage their settings.





Show point labels - Specifies whether or not to show point labels for the current series.
Content - Specifies the type of content displayed within point labels.
Overlapping mode - Specifies the label overlap mode.

NOTE
This option is not in effect when the dashboard is displayed in the Web Viewer


Orientation - Specifies the orientation of point labels.

Bar options
NOTE
These settings are in effect for Bar series only



Show for zero values - Specifies whether or not to show labels for points with zero values.
Position - Specifies the position of point labels relative to bars.

Bar Series
Bar series visualize data using rectangular bars with lengths proportional to the values that they
represent.
The following types of Bar series are available.




Bar
Stacked Bar
Full-Stacked Bar

Bar
Bar series can be used to compare values across categories.

Stacked Bar
Stacked Bar series show the contribution of individual categories to the whole.

Full-Stacked Bar
Full-Stacked Bar series allow you to compare the percentage that each value contributes to a total
across categories.

Point and Line Series
Point series visualize data as a set of individual numeric data points. Line series are used to connect
numeric data points by different types of line segments.
The following types of Point and Line series are available.







Point
Line
Stacked Line
Full-Stacked Line
Step Line
Spline

Point
Point series visualize data as a set of individual numeric data points.

Line
Line series connect numeric data points by straight line segments.

Stacked Line
Stacked Line series can be used to show the trend of the contribution for each value.

Full-Stacked Line
Stacked Line series are useful for showing the trend of the percentage for each value.

Step Line
Step Line series use vertical and horizontal lines to connect the numeric data points forming a steplike progression.

Spline
Spline series plot a fitted curve through each numeric data point.

Area Series
Area series connect numeric data points by different types of line segments and fill the area between
the line and X-axis/other series.
The following types of Point and Line series are available.








Area
Stacked Area
Full-Stacked Area
Step Area
Spline Area
Stacked Spline Area
Full-Stacked Spline Area

Area
Area series connect numeric data points by straight line segments and fill the area between the line
and X-axis.

Stacked Area
Stacked Area series can be used to show the trend of the contribution for each value. Stacked Area
series connect numeric data points by straight line segments and fill the area between the line and
previous series.

Full-Stacked Area
Full-Stacked Area series are useful to show the trend of the percentage for each value.

Step Area
Step Area series use vertical and horizontal lines to connect the numeric data points forming a steplike progression and fill the area between the line and X-axis.

Spline Area
Spline Area series plot a fitted curve through each numeric data point and fill the area between the
line and X-axis.

Stacked Spline Area
Stacked Area series can be used to show the trend of the contribution for each value. Stacked Area
series plot a fitted curve through each numeric data point, and fill the area between the line and
previous series.

Full-Stacked Spline Area
Full-Stacked Spline Area series are useful to show the trend of the percentage for each value.

Range Series
Range series are generally used to show variations in a specified time range like temperature, price,
etc.
The following types of Range series are available.



Range Bar
Range Area

Data Binding Specifics
A range series is a space between two simple series displayed as a filled area (Range Area) or bars
that stretch from a point in one series to the corresponding point in the other (Range Bar). Thus,
you need to provide two measures instead of one to display a range series.



Value 1 - a measure against which the first set of values is calculated.
Value 2 - a measure against which the second set of values is calculated.

When you select the Range Bar or Range Area series type in the Designer, the DATA ITEMS area
displays two data item placeholders. Drag and drop the required measures to corresponding
placeholders.

Range Bar
Range Bar series are similar to Bar series except that they are drawn between a range of values.

Range Area
Range Area series are similar to Area series except that their areas are filled between a range of
values.

Weighted Series
Weighted series allow you to visualize data in three dimensions.
The following types of weighted series are available.


Bubble

Data Binding Specifics
Data points in a weighted series present the following two measures.



Value - the Y-coordinate of series points.
Weight - the size of series points.

When you select the Bubble series type in the Designer, the DATA ITEMS area displays two data
item placeholders. Drag and drop the required measures to corresponding placeholders.

Bubble
Bubble series are similar to Point series except that they allow you to provide an additional measure
whose values are expressed in a bubble size.

Financial Series
Financial series are used to illustrate stock prices.
The following types of financial series are available.




High-Low-Close
Stock
Candle Stick

Colouring Specifics
Note that financial series do not support a standard colouring mechanism used to colour chart series
points. The Chart dashboard item colours series points of financial series in the following way.



Black if the price at the end of the previous period is lower than the price at the end of the
current period.
Red if the price at the end of the previous period is larger than the price at the end of the
current period.

High-Low-Close
When you select the High-Low-Close series type in the Designer, the DATA ITEMS area displays
three data item placeholders. High-Low-Close series require three measures to be provided.





High - the maximum price within the specified period (the top of the series point).
Low - the minimum price within the specified period (the bottom of the series point).
Close - the price at the end of the specified period (the tick mark).

Stock
When you select the Stock series type in the Designer, the DATA ITEMS area displays four data item
placeholders. Stock series require four measures to be provided.






Open - the price at the beginning of the specified period (the left tick mark).
High - the maximum price within the specified period (the top of the series point).
Low - the minimum price within the specified period (the bottom of the series point).
Close - the price at the end of the specified period (the right tick mark).

Candle Stick
When you select the Candle Stick series type in the Designer, the DATA ITEMS area displays four
data item placeholders. Candle Stick series require four measures to be provided.






Open - the price at the beginning of the specified period.
High - the maximum price within the specified period (the upper shadow top).
Low - the minimum price within the specified period (the lower shadow bottom).
Close - the price at the end of the specified period.

Panes
The Chart dashboard item can contain any number of panes. Panes are visual areas within a diagram
that display chart series.
Each pane has its own Y-axis and displays a specific set of series. All panes in a chart share the
same X-axis.

To add a pane, click the Add Pane button (the

icon) at the top right of the DATA ITEMS pane.

Once a new pane is added, the Dashboard Designer creates another Values section in the DATA
ITEMS pane.

Use this section to provide data items that supply values to be displayed in the new pane
(see Providing Data for details on data binding).
To remove a pane, click the Remove Pane button (the
corresponding Values section.

icon) displayed in the

Master Filtering
The Dashboard allows you to use any data aware dashboard item as a filter for other dashboard
items (Master Filter). To learn more, see the Master Filtering topic, which describes filtering
concepts common to all dashboard items.
The Chart dashboard item supports filtering by argument, series or points.

Filtering by Arguments
When filtering by arguments is enabled, you can click series points to make other dashboard items
only display data related to selected argument values.

To enable filtering by arguments in the Designer, set the required Master Filter mode and click
the Arguments button in the Data Ribbon tab (or the
button if you are using the toolbar menu).

Filtering by Points
When filtering by points is enabled, you can click an individual point to make other dashboard items
display only data related to the selected point.
When filtering by points is enabled, you can click an individual point to make other dashboard items
display only data related to the selected point.

To enable filtering by points in the Designer, set the required Master Filter mode and click
the Points button in the Data Ribbon tab.

Reset Filtering
To reset filtering, use the Clear Master Filter button in the Chart's caption area…

…or the corresponding command in the Chart's context menu.

Drill-Down
The built-in drill-down capability allows you to change the detail level of data displayed in
dashboard items on the fly. To learn more about drill-down concepts common to all dashboard
items, see the Drill-Down topic.
The Chart dashboard item supports drill down on argument or series values.

Drill Down on an Argument
When drill down on arguments is enabled, you can click a series point to view a detail chart for the
corresponding argument value.

NOTE
When Filtering by Arguments is enabled, you can view the details by double-clicking a series point
Drill down on arguments requires that the Arguments section contains several data items, from the
least detailed to the most detailed item.
To enable drill down on arguments, click the Drill Down button in the Data Ribbon tab (or
the
button if you are using the toolbar menu) and the Arguments button (or the
button if
you are using the toolbar menu).

Drill Down on a Series
When drill down on a series is enabled, you can click a series point (or corresponding legend item)
to view a detail chart for the corresponding series.

NOTE
When Filtering by Series is enabled, you can view the details by double-clicking a series point

Drill down on a series requires that the Series section contains several data items, from the least
detailed to the most detailed item and the Series button (or the
button if you are using the
toolbar menu).

Drill Up
To return to the previous detail level (drill up), use the Drill Up button within the Chart caption or in
the context menu.

Colouring
Certain dashboard items provide the capability to colour dashboard item elements by associating
dimension values/measures and specified colours. You can choose whether to use a global colour
scheme to provide consistent colours for identical values or specify a local colour scheme for each
dashboard item. To learn more about colouring concepts common for all dashboard items, see
the Colouring section.
By default, the Chart dashboard item colours different measures and series dimensions by hue. In
the example below, series points corresponding to different countries (UK and USA) are painted in
different colours.

NOTE
Note that the Chart dashboard item does not support colouring for the financial series

Legend
A legend is an element of a chart that identifies chart series and series points (for instance, points
corresponding to argument values).

This topic describes how to customize various legend settings.

Visibility
You can specify whether or not a chart should display a legend.
In the Designer, use the Show Legend button in the Legend section of the Design Ribbon tab.

Position and Orientation
To specify the legend's position and orientation, select one of the predefined options from the
gallery in the Design Ribbon tab.

Axes
The Chart dashboard item displays two axes by default: the X-axis and the Y-axis. The topics in this
section describe how to customize axis settings.
The section contains the following topics.



X-Axis
Y-Axis

X-Axis
The X-axis is the axis of arguments.

This topic consists of the following sections.



General X-Axis Settings
Continuous and Discrete X-Axes

General X-Axis Settings
To access X-axis settings, use the X-Axis Settings button in the Diagram section of
the Design Ribbon tab.

This will invoke the X-Axis Settings dialog.

This dialog contains the following settings.
Setting

Description

Reverse

Allows you to reverse the X-axis. If the X-axis is reversed, its values are ordered from right to left.

Show X-axis

Allows you to hide and show the X-axis.

Show title

Allows you to hide and show the X-axis title. You can choose whether to use the default text or
specify a custom string.

Enable
zooming

Allows you to enable zooming for the X-axis. The X-axis' scroll bar provides the capability to
perform navigation in the zoomed diagram.

Limit visible
points

Allows you to limit the number of points displayed on the chart's diagram along the X-axis. The Xaxis' scroll bar provides the capability to perform navigation if the number of all points exceeds the
number of visible points.

Continuous and Discrete X-Axes
If the dimension in the Arguments section contains numeric data, the Chart can create either a
continuous X-axis or a discrete X-axis.
Continuous X-axis

Discrete X-axis

If a continuous axis is used, the distance between
argument values is proportional to their values.

On a discrete axis, all argument values are an
equal distance from each other.

To specify the X-axis type in the Designer, invoke the data item menu for the argument dimension
and select the axis type.

Y-Axis
The Y-axis is the numerical axis of values.

General Settings
To access the Y-axis settings, use the Y-Axis Settings button in the Diagram section of
the Design Ribbon tab.

This will invoke the Y-Axis Settings dialog.

Use the combo box at the top to select the pane for the Y-axis settings you need to edit.
The dialog contains the following settings.


Always show zero level - Specifies whether or not the axis' zero level is visible. If this option
is unchecked, the visible axis range is defined based on the values plotted in the chart.



Reverse - Allows you to reverse the X-axis. If the X-axis is reversed, its values are ordered
from top to
Show grid lines - Allows you to hide and show grid lines for the Y-axis.
Show Y-axis - Allows you to hide and show the Y-axis.
Show title - Allows you to hide and show the Y-axis title. You can choose whether to use the
default text or specify a custom string.





Orientation
You can rotate the Chart so that the X-axis becomes vertical, and the Y-axis becomes horizontal.

To rotate a Chart in the Designer, use the Rotate button in the Diagram group of
the Design Ribbon tab.

Scatter Chart
The topics in this section describe the features available in the Scatter Chart dashboard item, and
provide information on how to create and customize scatter charts.

This section is divided into the following subsections.


Providing Data
Provides information on how to supply the Scatter Chart dashboard item with data.



Interactivity
Describes features that enable interaction between the Scatter Chart and other dashboard
items.



Colouring
Describes colouring capabilities of the Scatter Chart dashboard item.



Legend
Provides information about the chart legend and its options.



Axes
Describes how to customize settings related to chart axes.



Orientation
Describes how to toggle the chart's orientation.



Labels
Provides information about point labels and tooltips that contain descriptions of data points.

Providing Data
The Dashboard Designer allows you to bind various dashboard items to data in a virtually uniform
manner. To learn more, see the Binding Dashboard Items to Data topic.
The only difference is in the data sections that the required dashboard item has. This topic describes
how to bind a Scatter Chart dashboard item to data in the Designer.



Binding to Data in the Designer
Transposing X- and Y-axis

Binding to Data in the Designer
The image below shows a sample Scatter Chart dashboard item that is bound to data.

To bind the Scatter Chart dashboard item to data, drag and drop a data source field to a placeholder
contained in one of the available data sections. A table below lists and describes Scatter Chart data
sections.
Section

Description

X-Axis

Contains the data item against which the X-coordinates of data points are calculated.

Y-Axis

Contains the data item against which the Y-coordinates of data points are calculated.

Weight

Contains the data item whose values are used to calculate the weight of data points.

Arguments

Contains data items providing scatter chart arguments that are used to create data
points.

Transposing X- and Y-axis
The Scatter Chart dashboard item provides the capability to transpose its axes. In this case, the data
item contained in the X-Axis section is moved to the Y-Axis section, and vice versa.

To transpose the selected Scatter Chart dashboard item, use the Transpose button in
the Home ribbon tab.

Interactivity
This section describes features that enable interaction between the Scatter Chart and other
dashboard items. These features include Master Filtering and Drill-Down.
The section contains the following topics.



Master Filtering
Drill-Down

Master Filtering
The Dashboard allows you to use any data aware dashboard item as a filter for other dashboard
items (Master Filter). To learn more, see the Master Filtering topic, which describes filtering
concepts common to all dashboard items.
The Scatter Chart dashboard item supports filtering by points that correspond to specific argument
values or their combinations.
When Master Filtering is enabled, you can click a point (or multiple points by holding down
the CTRL key) to make other dashboard items only display data related to the selected point(s).

To learn how to enable Master Filtering in the Designer, see the Master Filtering topic.
To reset filtering, use the Clear Master Filter (
Master Filter command in the context menu.

) button in the Chart's caption area, or the Clear

Drill-Down
The built-in drill-down capability allows you to change the detail level of data displayed in
dashboard items on the fly. To learn more about drill-down concepts common to all dashboard
items, see the Drill-Down topic.
When drill-down is enabled, you can click a point to view the details.

NOTE
When Master Filtering is enabled, you can view the details by double-clicking a point
Drill-down requires that the Arguments section contain several dimensions, from the least to the
most detailed dimension.

To enable drill-down, click the Drill Down button in the Data Ribbon tab (or the
are using the toolbar menu).

button if you

To return to the previous detail level (drill up), use the Drill Up ( ) button in the caption of the
Scatter Chart dashboard item, or the Drill Up command in the context menu.

Colouring
Certain dashboard items provide the capability to colour dashboard item elements by associating
dimension values/measures and specified colours. You can choose whether to use a global colour
scheme to provide consistent colours for identical values or specify a local colour scheme for each
dashboard item. To learn more about colouring concepts common for all dashboard items, see
the Colouring section.
By default, the Scatter Chart dashboard item does not colour its arguments. If necessary, you can
change this behaviour. For instance, the image below displays the Scatter Chart dashboard item
whose Product Category points are coloured by hue.

Legend
A legend is an element of a scatter chart that identifies chart points (for instance, coloured
points corresponding to argument values).

This topic describes how to customize various legend settings.

Visibility
You can specify whether or not a chart should display a legend.
In the Designer, use the Show Legend button in the Legend section of the Design Ribbon tab.

Position and Orientation
To specify the legend's position and orientation, select one of the predefined options from the
gallery in the Design Ribbon tab.

Axes
Scatter Chart X and Y-axes are numerical axis of values. You can specify various axes settings to
change visual data presentation.

To access X and Y-axis settings, use the X-Axis Settings/Y-Axis Settings buttons in
the Diagram section of the Design Ribbon tab.

This will invoke the X-Axis Settings/Y-Axis Settings dialog.

In this dialog, you can specify the following settings.



Always show zero level - Specifies whether or not the axis' zero level is visible. If this option
is unchecked, the visible axis range is defined based on the values plotted in the chart.

NOTE
Note that the X-Axis Settings dialog does not contain this option







Reverse - Allows you to reverse the axis. If the axis is reversed, its values are ordered from
top to down.
Show grid lines - Allows you to hide and show grid lines for the axis.
Show axis - Allows you to hide and show the axis.
Show title - Allows you to hide and show the axis title. You can choose whether to use the
default text or specify a custom string.
Logarithmic scale - Specifies whether or not the axis should display its numerical values
using a logarithmic scale. The combo box next to this option allows you to select the
logarithmic base from one of the predefined values.

Orientation
You can rotate the Scatter Chart so that the X-axis becomes vertical, and the Y-axis becomes
horizontal.
To rotate a Chart in the Designer, use the Rotate button in the Diagram section of
the Design Ribbon tab.

Labels
The Scatter Chart display can display point labels that contain descriptions for data points, and
provide tooltips with additional information.

Point Labels
To manage the visibility of point labels, click the Point Labels button in the Design ribbon tab.

In the invoked Point Label Settings dialog, enable the Show point labels check box to show point
labels.

You can specify the following settings for point labels:







Content - Specifies the type of content displayed within point labels. You can select one of
the following options.
o Values - Point labels show summary values from X and Y-axes.
o Argument - Point labels show argument values.
o Argument and values - Point labels show argument values and corresponding
summary values.
o Weight - Point labels show the weight summary value.
o Argument and weight - Point labels show the argument value and the corresponding
weight summary value.
Overlapping mode - Specifies the label overlap mode. The following options are available.
o Hide overlapping labels - If two or more labels overlap, some of them are
automatically hidden to avoid overlapping.
o None - The overlapping resolving algorithm is disabled.
o Reposition overlapping labels - The default algorithm to re-position point labels in a
random way, and avoid overlapping labels.
Orientation - Specifies the orientation of point labels. The following options are available.
o Default - A point label is displayed in its default orientation.
o Rotate to the Right - A point label is rotated 90 degrees clockwise.
o Rotate to the Left - A point label is rotated 90 degrees counter clockwise.

Grid
The topics in this section describe the features available in the Grid dashboard item, and provide
extensive information on how to create and customize grids in the Dashboard Designer.

This section consists of the following subsections.


Providing Data
Provides information about how to supply the Grid dashboard item with data.



Columns
Describes different types of grid columns.



Interactivity
Describes features that imply interaction between the Grid and other dashboard items.



Conditional Formatting
Describes the conditional formatting feature that provides the capability to apply formatting
to grid cells whose values meet the specified condition.



Totals
Describes totals that allow you to calculate summaries against values displayed within Grid
columns.



Layout
Describes the Grid's layout options.



Style
Describes the Grid's style settings.

Providing Data
The Dashboard Designer allows you to bind various dashboard items to data in a virtually uniform
manner. To learn more, see the Binding Dashboard Items to Data topic.
The only difference is in the data sections that the required dashboard item has. This topic describes
how to bind a Grid dashboard item to data in the Designer.
The image below shows a sample Grid dashboard item that is bound to data.

To bind the Grid dashboard item to data, drag and drop a data source field to a placeholder
contained in one of the available data sections. A table below lists and describes a Grid's data
sections.

Section

Description

Columns Contains data items that provide values for grid columns. The Options button next to
the Column data item allows you to select the column type and specify their options.
Sparkline Contains a data item that provides arguments for Sparkline columns. To learn more,
see Sparkline Column.

Columns
The topics in this section describe the different types of grid columns, and contain information on
when to use each column type and how to customize them based on the type.
This section consists of the following topics.


Column Type Overview
Provides general information about column types and describes how to change the type of a
particular column.



Dimension Column
Describes dimension column specifics.



Measure Column
Describes measure column specifics.



Delta Column
Describes delta column specifics.



Sparkline Column
Describes Sparkline column specifics.

Column Type Overview
The Grid dashboard item supports four types of columns.


Dimension Column
Displays values in the bound data item "as is".



Measure Column
Displays summaries calculated against data in the bound data item.



Delta Column
Bound to two measures, it calculates summaries for both measures, and displays the
difference between these summaries.



Sparkline Column
Displays values in the bound data item using sparklines.

When you drop a data item into the Columns section, the type for the new column is determined
automatically, based on the data type.

Column Type Indication
The type of the column is indicated within the corresponding data item container in the DATA ITEMS
area.

Column type indicators are defined as follows:

Icon

Column Type
Dimension Column
Measure Column
Delta Column
Sparkline Column

Changing Column Type
To change the column type, click the column type indicator. In the invoked Column
Options window, select the required column type in the Column type section.

Dimension Column
The dimension column displays values from the bound data item "as is".

If the dimension column is bound to a data source containing images, it can display images.

Measure Column
A measure column displays summaries calculated against data in a bound data item.

Values in the measure column can be displayed as text or represented by bars.

To select between these modes, invoke the Column Options window (see Column Type Overview to
learn how to do this) and select Value or Bar.

If bars are displayed, use the Always show zero level check box to specify whether the bar's zero
level is always visible.

Delta Column
A delta column calculates summaries against two measures, and displays the difference between
these summaries. This difference can be indicated with a numeric value displayed within the delta
element and an additional delta indication.

Data Binding Specifics
Delta columns are bound to two measures that provide two values: the Actual value and
the Target value. The difference between these values is displayed in the column.
When you switch the column type to Delta, the data item container is changed, to accept the Actual
and Target measures.

Display Mode
Values in the delta column can be displayed as text, or represented by bars.

To select between these modes, invoke the Column Options window (see the Column Type
Overview topic to learn how to do this) and select Value or Bar.

If bars are displayed, use the Always show zero level check box to specify whether the bar's
minimum value is zero (checked) or an automatically selected value that ensures that the difference
between bars is clearly displayed (unchecked).

Delta Values and Indication
If the display type is set to Value, the Column Options window displays options that allow you to
configure delta values and indication.

You can specify which values should be displayed in the delta column. To do this, use the Value
type combo box in the Column Options window.

Actual value

Absolute variation

Percent variation

Percent of target

To specify the condition for displaying delta indication, use the Result indication combo box in
the Column Options window.

Greater is good

Less is good

Warning if greater

Warning if less

No indication

Comparison Tolerance
The comparison tolerance allows you to specify more advanced conditions for displaying delta
indication. For instance, you can set a specific indication to be displayed when the actual value
exceeds the target value by 10%or by $2K.
Use the Threshold type combo box to select whether you wish to specify the comparison tolerance
in percentage values or in absolute values. Then use the Threshold value box to specify the
comparison tolerance.

Sparkline Column
A Sparkline column visualizes the variation in summary values over time.

Data Binding Specifics
The Sparkline column is bound to a measure providing Sparkline values and to a dimension
providing a date-time interval.

Sparkline Options
You can control Sparkline appearance settings using the Column Options dialog. To invoke this
dialog, click the column type indicator ( ).

In this dialog, you can control various settings that affect how the Sparkline is displayed within a grid
cell.

Sparkline Options

Description

Show start/end values

Species whether or not to display Sparkline start/end values within a grid cell.

Sparkline view type

Defines the view type of a Sparkline. Sparkline view types include Line, Area, Bar,
and Win/Loss.

Highlight min/max
points

Specifies whether or not to highlight the minimum/maximum points of a
Sparkline.

Highlight start/end
points

Specifies whether or not to highlight the start/end points of a Sparkline.

Master Filtering
The Dashboard allows you to use any data aware dashboard item as a filter for other dashboard
items (Master Filter). To learn more, see the Master Filtering topic, which describes filtering
concepts common to all dashboard items.

Configure Master Filters in the Designer
The Grid dashboard item supports filtering by rows.
When Master Filtering is enabled, you can click a grid row (or multiple rows by holding down
the CTRL key) to make other dashboard items only display data related to the selected record(s).

To learn how to enable Master Filtering in the Designer, see the Master Filtering topic.
To reset filtering, use the Clear Master Filter button (the
icon) in the grid's caption area, or
the Clear Master Filter command in the grid's context menu.

Drill-Down
The built-in drill-down capability allows you to change the detail level of data displayed in
dashboard items on the fly. To learn more about drill-down concepts common to all dashboard
items, see the Drill-Down topic.
The Grid dashboard item supports drill-down for rows.
When drill-down is enabled, you can click a grid row to view the details.

NOTE
When Master Filtering is enabled, you can view the details by double-clicking a grid row.
Drill-down requires that the Columns section contains several dimensions at the top, from the least
detailed to the most detailed dimension.

To enable drill-down, click the Drill Down button in the Data Ribbon tab (or the
are using the toolbar menu).

To return to the previous detail level (drill up), use the Drill Up button (the
grid's caption area, or the Drill Up command in the grid's context menu.

button if you

icon) within the

Conditional Formatting
The Grid dashboard item supports the conditional formatting feature that provides the capability to
apply formatting to grid cells whose values meet the specified condition. This feature allows you to
highlight specific cells or entire rows using a predefined set of rules. To learn more about conditional
formatting concepts common for all dashboard items, see the Conditional Formatting topic.




Conditional Formatting Overview
Create a Format Rule
Edit a Format Rule

Conditional Formatting Overview
The Grid dashboard item allows you to apply conditional formatting to data items providing data to
the following column types.




dimension column;
measure column;
Sparkline column.

NOTE
Note that you can use hidden measures to specify a condition used to apply formatting to visible
values.
New appearance settings are applied to grid cells corresponding to the target dimension/measure
values.

Create a Format Rule
To create a new format rule for the Grid's dimension/measure, do one of the following.


Click the Options button next to the required measure/dimension, select Add Format
Rule and choose the condition.

Right-click the column header corresponding to the required measure/dimension and select Add
Format Rule.



Use the Edit Rules dialog.

Depending on the selected format condition, the dialog used to create a format rule for Grid
contains different settings. For instance, the image below displays the Greater Than dialog
corresponding to the Value format condition.

The Apply to row check box allows you to specify whether to apply the formatting to the entire grid
row.

Edit a Format Rule
To edit format rules for the current Grid dashboard item, use the following options.



Click the Edit Rules button in the Home ribbon tab or use corresponding item in the Grid
context menu.
Click the menu button for the required data item and select Edit Rules. As an alternative,
right-click the column header corresponding to the required data item and select Edit Rules.

All of these actions invoke the Edit Rules dialog containing existing format rules. To learn more,
see Conditional Formatting.

Totals
The Grid dashboard item enables you to add a summary value (a total) calculated against displayed
values of an individual column, and show the result under this column. Note that you can add any
number of totals for each column. For example, you can obtain the number of column records,
average or maximum value, etc.

This topic describes how to create, edit or clear totals.
The topic consists of the following sections.




Totals Overview
Create and Edit Totals
Clear Totals

Totals Overview
You can use the following summary functions when creating totals.



Count - The number of records.
Sum - The sum of the values.





Min - The smallest value.
Max - The largest value.
Average - The average of the values.



Auto - The total is calculated using the type of summary function specified for the measure
corresponding to the current Grid column. Note that in this case, the total is calculated
based on values of the corresponding data field from the underlying data source.

You can create totals using different sets of summary functions. This depends on the type of the
data source field providing data for the target column.
Icon

Data Source Field Type

Supported Totals

Boolean

Count

Byte

Count

Date-time

Min, Max, Count

Numeric

All available types

String

Min, Max, Count

IMPORTANT
Note that the Auto type is available only for the Measure column.

To change the total type, right-click the required total and select a new total type.

To add multiple Totals follow the same procedure as adding the first total.

Clear Totals
You can delete one total or all the totals in a particular column.


To delete a single total, right-click a total and select Remove.



To delete all column totals, right-click the column header and select Clear Totals in the
invoked context menu.

Layout
The Grid dashboard item allows you to customize its layout in various ways. You can manage the
width of grid columns, specify the visibility of column headers, enable cell merging, etc.
To do this, use the Layout and Column Width Mode groups in the Design Ribbon tab.






Column Width Modes
Column Header
Cell Merging
Word Wrapping

Column Width Modes
The Grid dashboard item allows you to manage column widths using different modes. Use buttons
in the Column Width Mode group to manage the column width modes.

The following modes are available.

AutoFit to Contents
The grid adjusts columns to the minimum width required to completely display their content
automatically. If the entire content cannot be displayed within the dashboard item, horizontal
scrolling is enabled.

AutoFit to Grid
The grid adjusts the width of all columns to fit their content in an optimal way. If you are changing
the size of the dashboard item, the width of columns is changed proportionally.

Manual
The grid allows you to adjust column widths manually.
In this mode, you can adjust the width of individual columns in the following ways.


Specify the width of the required column by dragging the right edge of the column header.

In this case, all columns preserve their relative size when the grid width is changed.


Specify the column width and fix it by right-clicking the required column header and
selecting Fix Width.

You can also specify the fixed column width by selecting Column Width... This invokes
the Column Width window that allows you to specify the width of the column in characters.



Fit the column width to its content and fix it by right-clicking the required column header
and selecting Fit to Content.

Cell Merging
The Grid allows you to merge neighbouring cells with identical values. To do this, use the Merge
Cells button.

Word Wrapping
The word wrapping feature enables the capability to display cell content on multiple lines if the size
of a dashboard item is insufficient to completely display the cell content on a single line.

Style
The Grid dashboard item allows you to specify various style settings.
To do this, use the Style group in the Design Ribbon tab.




Grid Lines
Banded Rows

Grid Lines
The Horizontal Lines and Vertical Lines buttons control grid line visibility.

Banded Rows
To paint the background of odd and even rows differently, use the Banded Rows button.

NOTE
Note that banded rows are not available when cell merging is enabled.

Pies
The Pie dashboard item displays a series of pies or donuts that represent the contribution of each
value to a total.

This section consists of the following subsections:


Providing Data
Describes how to supply the Pie dashboard item with data.



Interactivity
Describes features that enable interaction between the Pie dashboard item and other items.



Colouring
Describes colouring capabilities of the Pie dashboard item.



Layout
Describes layout options of the Pie dashboard item.



Labels
Explains how to customize data labels and tooltips.



Style
Describes how to select the style of pie charts.

Binding to Data in the Designer
The image below shows a sample Pie dashboard item that is bound to data.

To bind the Pie dashboard item to data, drag and drop a data source field to a placeholder
contained in one of the available data sections. A table below lists and describes Pie's data sections.

Section

Description

Values

Contains data items that define the share of pie segments. In case of negative measure
values, Pie uses their absolute values.

Arguments

Contains data items that provide values used to label pie segments.

Series

Contains data items whose values are used to label pie charts.

Transposing Arguments and Series
The Pie dashboard item provides the capability to transpose pie arguments and series. In this case,
data items contained in the Arguments section are moved to the Series section, and vice versa.

To transpose the selected Pie dashboard item, use the Transpose button in the Home ribbon tab.

Master Filtering
The Dashboard allows you to use any data aware dashboard item as a filter for other dashboard
items (Master Filter). To learn more about filtering concepts common to all dashboard items, see
the Master Filtering topic.
The Pie dashboard item supports filtering by argument or series values.

Filtering by Arguments
When filtering by arguments is enabled, you can click a pie segment to make other dashboard items
only display data related to the selected argument value.

To enable filtering by arguments in the Designer, set the required Master Filter mode and click
the Arguments button in the Data Ribbon tab (or the
button if you are using the toolbar menu).

Filtering by Series
When filtering by series is enabled, you can click a pie to make other dashboard items display only
data related to the selected pie.

To enable filtering by series in the Designer, set the required Master Filter mode and click
the Series button in the Data Ribbon tab (or the
button if you are using the toolbar menu).

Filtering by Points
When filtering by points is enabled, you can click a single pie segment to make other dashboard
items display only data related to the selected segment.

To enable filtering by points in the Designer, set the required Master Filter mode and click
the Points button in the Data Ribbon tab.

Reset Filtering
To reset filtering, use the Clear Master Filter button (the
icon) in the caption area of the Pie
dashboard item, or the Clear Master Filter command in the Pie's context menu.

Drill-Down
The built-in drill-down capability allows you to change the detail level of data displayed in
dashboard items on the fly. To learn more about drill-down concepts common to all dashboard
items, see the Drill-Down topic.
The Pie dashboard item supports drill-down on argument or series values.

Drill Down on an Argument
When drill down on an argument is enabled, you can click a pie segment to view a detail diagram for
the corresponding argument value.

Drill down on an argument requires that the Arguments section contains several data items, from
the least detailed to the most detailed item.

NOTE
When Filtering by Arguments is enabled, you can view the details by double-clicking a pie segment.
To enable drill down on an argument, click the Drill Down button in the Data Ribbon tab (or
the
button if you are using the toolbar menu)...

...and the Arguments button (or the

button if you are using the toolbar menu).

Drill Down on a Series
When drill down on a series is enabled, you can click a pie chart to view a detail diagram for the
corresponding series value.

Drill down on a series requires that the Series section contains several data items, from the least
detailed to the most detailed item.

To enable drill down on a series, click the Drill Down button in the Data Ribbon tab (or
the
button if you are using the toolbar menu)...

...and the Series button (or the

button if you are using the toolbar menu).

Drill Up
To return to the previous detail level (drill up), use the Drill Up button (the icon) in
the caption area of the Pie dashboard item, or the Drill Up command in the context menu.

Colouring
Certain dashboard items provide the capability to colour dashboard item elements by associating
dimension values/measures and specified colours. You can choose whether to use a global colour
scheme to provide consistent colours for identical values or specify a local colour scheme for each
dashboard item. To learn more about colouring concepts common for all dashboard items, see
the Colouring section.
By default, the Pie dashboard item colours its segments in the following way.



If the Pie dashboard item contains measures (the Values section) and series dimensions
(the Series section), only values corresponding to different measures are coloured by hue.
If the Pie dashboard item contains arguments (the Arguments section), different argument
values are coloured by hue.

If necessary, you can change the default behaviour. For instance, the image below shows the Pie
dashboard item whose measures and argument values are coloured by hue.

Layout
The Pie dashboard item allows you to specify the number of columns or rows in which individual
diagrams are arranged.
To control how pies are arranged, use the buttons in the Content Arrangement group of
the Design Ribbon tab.
By default, the Auto Arrange option is enabled, which automatically resizes pies to fit within the
dashboard item.

You can also specify the number of columns in which pies are arranged. Click the Arrange in
Columns button and specify the appropriate number in the Count field.

Similarly, you can arrange pies in a specific number of rows.

Labels

You can specify which information should be displayed within data labels and tooltips. To do this,
use the Data Labels and Tooltips buttons in the Labels group of the Design Ribbon tab.

These buttons invoke a drop-down menu that is similar for both buttons. This menu allows you to
specify which values are displayed within data labels or tooltips.

Style
The Pie dashboard item allows you to select whether diagrams should be painted as pies or donuts.

To select the diagram style, use the Pie and Donut buttons in the Style section of
the Design Ribbon tab.

Cards
The Card dashboard item displays a series of cards. Each card illustrates the difference between two
values. This difference can be expressed as an absolute value, an absolute variation or a percentage
variation.

This section consists of the following subsections:


Providing Data
Provides information about how to supply the Card dashboard item with data.



Delta
Provides an overview of the Card dashboard item's capability to display the difference
between two parameters.



Sparkline
Provides an overview of the Card dashboard item's capability to visualize data using
Sparkline’s.



Formatting
Shows how to format values displayed within a card.



Interactivity
Describes features that enable interaction between the Card dashboard item and other
items.



Cards Arrangement
Describes how to arrange cards within the Card dashboard item.

Providing Data
The Dashboard Designer allows you to bind various dashboard items to data in a virtually uniform
manner. To learn more, see the Binding Dashboard Items to Data topic.
The only difference is in the data sections that the required dashboard item has. This topic describes
how to bind a Card dashboard item to data in the Designer.

Binding to Data in the Designer
The image below shows a sample Card dashboard item that is bound to data.

To bind the Card dashboard item to data, drag and drop a data source field to a placeholder
contained in one of the available data sections. A table below lists and describes Card data sections.
Cards

Contains data items used to calculate values displayed within cards. Data
items are arranged in containers. Each data item container can hold two
data items. The first item contains actual data and the second item
(optional) contains target data. If both items are provided, cards show
the difference between actual and target values. You can fill several data
item containers in the Cards section and use the Values drop-down
menu to switch between the provided values. To invoke the Values
menu, click the
icon in the dashboard item caption or use its context
menu. This drop-down menu is available if the Series section is not
empty. Otherwise, a separate card is created for each data item
container, and all cards are displayed simultaneously.

Series

Contains data items whose values are used to label cards.

Sparkline Provide a dimension whose data will be used to visualize values using
Sparkline’s.

Delta
Cards allow you to visualize the difference between the actual and target values using special delta
values and a delta indicator. The layout used is (Stretched layout type), the card displays the
following delta values/elements:




Delta Indicator - Indicates whether the actual value is less or greater than the target value.
Percent Variation and Absolute Variation - delta values that show a difference between
the actual and target value. You can also display the Percent of Target value.
To customize settings that relate to the calculation and display of delta values/elements, use
the Options button (the
the Cards section.

icon) displayed next to the data item container in

Result Indication - You can specify the condition for displaying delta indication.


Greater is Good - The 'good' indication is displayed if the actual value exceeds the target
value; if the target value exceeds the actual value, the 'bad' indication displays.



Less is Good - The 'bad' indication displays if the actual value exceeds the target value; if the
target value exceeds the actual value, the 'good' indication displays.



Warning if Greater - A warning is displays only if the actual value exceeds the target value.



Warning if Less - A warning is displays only if the target value exceeds the actual value.



No Indication - Indication does not display.



Threshold type / Threshold value - For instance, you can specify that a specific indication
should display when the actual value exceeds the target value by 10% or by £2K. Use
the Threshold type combo box to select whether you wish to specify the comparison
tolerance in percentage values or absolute values. Then use the Threshold value box to
specify the comparison tolerance.

Sparkline
Sparkline’s can be used to visualize the variation of actual or target values (for instance, over time).

Data Binding Specifics
You need to provide a date-time or numeric dimension whose data is used as argument values to
display a Sparkline within the card.

If you have provided both actual and target values, a Sparkline visualizes the actual value's variation.

Change Sparkline Options
To manage Sparkline settings, click the Options button (the
icon) displayed next to the data item
container. In the invoked Card Settings dialog, go to the Sparkline Options tab:

The following options are available:

Sparkline
Options

Description

Sparkline view
type

Defines the Sparkline’s view type. Sparkline data points can be
represented as area, line, bars, or win and loss squares.

Highlight
min/max
points

Specifies whether to highlight the minimum/maximum points of a
Sparkline.

Highlight
start/end
points

Specifies whether to highlight the start/end points of a Sparkline.

Formatting
The Card dashboard item formats the actual and target values displayed within cards using format
settings specified for data items. Right Click in the Cards section to change format settings.

Master Filtering
The Dashboard allows you to use any data aware dashboard item as a filter for other dashboard
items (Master Filter). To learn more about filtering concepts common to all dashboard items, see
the Master Filtering topic.
When Master Filtering is enabled, you can click a card (or multiple cards by holding down
the CTRL key) to make other dashboard items only display data related to the selected card(s).

To learn how to enable Master Filtering in the Designer, see the Master Filtering topic.
To reset filtering, use the Clear Master Filter button (the
icon) in the caption of the Card
dashboard item, or the Clear Master Filter command in the Card's context menu.

Drill-Down
The built-in drill-down capability allows you to change the detail level of data displayed in
dashboard items on the fly. To learn more about drill-down concepts common to all dashboard
items, see the Drill-Down topic.
When drill-down is enabled, you can click a card to view the details.

NOTE
When Master Filtering is enabled, you can view the details by double-clicking a card.

Drill-down requires that the Series section contains several dimensions, from the least to the most
detailed dimension.

To enable drill-down, click the Drill Down button in the Data Ribbon tab (or the
using the toolbar menu).

button if you are

To return to the previous detail level (drill up), use the Drill Up button (the icon) in the caption of
the Card dashboard item, or the Drill Up command in the Card's context menu.

Cards Arrangement
The Card dashboard item allows you to specify the number of columns or rows in which individual
cards are arranged.
Use the buttons in the Content Arrangement group of the Design Ribbon tab to control how cards
are arranged.
The Auto Arrange option is enabled by default, which automatically resizes cards to fit within the
dashboard item.

Arrange in Columns button and specify the appropriate number in the Count field.

Similarly, you can arrange cards in a specific number of rows.

Gauges
The Gauge dashboard item displays a series of gauges. Each gauge can communicate two values one with a needle and the other with a marker on the scale.

This section consists of the following subsections:


Providing Data
Provides information about how to supply the Gauge dashboard item with data.



Delta
Provides an overview of the Gauge dashboard item's capability to display the difference
between two parameters.



Gauge Scale
Describes options that relate to the gauge scales.



Interactivity
Describes features that enable interaction between the Gauge dashboard item and other
items.



Layout
Describes layout options of the Gauge dashboard item.



Style
Provides information about how to specify the gauge style.

Providing Data
The Dashboard Designer allows you to bind various dashboard items to data in a virtually uniform
manner. To learn more, see the Binding Dashboard Items to Data topic.
The only difference is in the data sections that the required dashboard item has. This topic describes
how to bind a Gauge dashboard item to data in the Designer.
The image below shows a sample Gauge dashboard item that is bound to data.

To bind the Gauge dashboard item to data, drag and drop a data source field to a placeholder
contained in one of the available data sections. A table below lists and describes Gauge's data
sections.

Section Description
Gauges Contains data items used to calculate values displayed by gauges. Data items are
arranged in containers. Each data item container can hold two data items. The first item
contains actual data and the second item (optional) contains target data. If both items
are provided, gauges show the difference between actual and target values. You can fill
several data item containers in the Gauges section and use the Values drop-down menu
to switch between the provided values. To invoke the Values menu, click the
icon in
the dashboard item caption. This drop-down menu is available if the Series section is not
empty. Otherwise, a separate gauge is created for each data item container, and all
gauges are displayed simultaneously.
Series

Contains data items whose values are used to label gauges.

Delta
Gauges allow you to display the difference between the actual and target values of a particular
parameter. This difference is called delta.
Delta is shown with a delta indicator (indicating whether the actual value is less than or greater than
the target value) and delta values (representing this difference as an absolute value or a variation).

To customize settings that relate to the calculation and display of deltas, use the options buttons
(the
pane.

icon) displayed next to the data item container in the Gauges section of the DATA ITEMS

These buttons invoke the Gauge Options dialog.

Use it to define the condition for displaying delta indication, specify which delta values should be
displayed, and introduce the comparison tolerance.




Delta Values
Delta Indication
Comparison Tolerance

Value Type
Actual Value

Absolute Variation

Percentage Variation

Percentage of Target

Result

Delta Indication
You can specify the condition for displaying delta indication. To do this, use the Result
indication combo box in the Gauge Options window.



Greater is Good - The 'good' indication is displayed if the actual value exceeds the target
value; if the target value exceeds the actual value, the 'bad' indication is displayed.



Less is Good - The 'bad' indication is displayed if the actual value exceeds the target value; if
the target value exceeds the actual value, the 'good' indication is displayed.



No Indication - Indication is not displayed.



Warning if Greater - A warning is displayed if the actual value exceeds the target value;
otherwise, no indication is displayed.



Warning if Less - A warning is displayed if the target value exceeds the actual value;
otherwise, no indication is displayed.

Comparison Tolerance
The comparison tolerance allows you to create more advanced conditions for displaying delta
indication. For instance, you can specify that a specific indication should be displayed when the
actual value exceeds the target value by 10% or by £2K.
Use the Threshold type combo box to select whether you wish to specify the comparison tolerance
in percentage values or in absolute values. Then use the Threshold value box to specify the
comparison tolerance.

Gauge Scale
By default, the Gauge dashboard item automatically determines the range of the gauge scales based
on the values they display.

You can override this behaviour and specify the maximum and minimum values on the scale.
To do this, invoke the Gauge Options window using the Options button displayed in the data item
container in the Gauges section of the DATA ITEMS pane.

In the Gauge Options window, uncheck the Auto check box for the maximum or minimum value,
and specify this value in the corresponding field.

Master Filtering
The Dashboard allows you to use any data aware dashboard item as a filter for other dashboard
items (Master Filter). To learn more about filtering concepts common to all dashboard items, see
the Master Filtering topic.
When master filtering is enabled, you can click a gauge (or multiple gauges by holding down
the CTRL key) to make other dashboard items only display data related to the selected gauge(s).

To learn how to enable master filtering in the Designer, see the Master Filtering topic.
To reset filtering, use the Clear Master Filter button (the
icon) in the caption of the Gauge
dashboard item, or the Clear Master Filter command in the Gauge’s context menu.

Drill-Down
The built-in drill-down capability allows you to change the detail level of data displayed in
dashboard items on the fly. To learn more about drill-down concepts common to all dashboard
items, see the Drill-Down topic.
When drill-down is enabled, you can click a gauge to view the details.

NOTE
When Master Filtering is enabled, you can view the details by double-clicking a gauge.
Drill-down requires that the Series section contains several dimensions, from the least detailed to
the most detailed dimension.

To enable drill-down, click the Drill Down button in the Data Ribbon tab (or the
using the toolbar menu).

button if you are

To return to the previous detail level (drill up), use the Drill Up button (the icon) in the caption of
the Gauge dashboard item, or the Drill Up command in the Gauge’s context menu.

Layout
The Gauge dashboard item allows you to specify the number of columns or rows in which individual
gauges are arranged.
To control how gauges are arranged, use the buttons in the Content Arrangement group of
the Design Ribbon tab.
By default, the Auto Arrange option is enabled, which automatically resizes gauges to fit within the
dashboard item.

You can also specify the number of columns in which gauges are arranged. Click the Arrange in
Columns button and specify the appropriate number in the Count field.

Similarly, you can arrange pies in a specific number of rows by clicking the Arrange in Rows button.

Style
The Gauge dashboard item allows you to select the gauge type.
The following types are supported.

Full Circular:

Half Circular:

Left-Quarter Circular:

Right-Quarter Circular:

Three-Fourths Circular:

Linear Horizontal:

Linear Vertical:

To select the gauge type, use the buttons in the Style group of the Design Ribbon tab.

You can also select Show Gauge Captions here.

Pivot
The Pivot dashboard item displays a cross-tabular report that presents multi-dimensional data in an
easy-to-read format.

This section consists of the following subsections:


Providing Data
Explains how to supply the Pivot dashboard item with data.



Interactivity
Describes features that enable interaction between the Pivot and other dashboard items.



Conditional Formatting
Describes the conditional formatting feature that provides the capability to apply formatting
to cells whose values meet the specified condition.



Layout
Describes the Pivot dashboard item's layout options.



Expanded State
Describes how to specify whether to expand column/row groups by default.

Providing Data
The Dashboard Designer allows you to bind various dashboard items to data in a virtually uniform
manner. To learn more, see the Binding Dashboard Items to Data topic.
The only difference is in the data sections that the required dashboard item has. This topic describes
how to bind a Pivot dashboard item to data in the Designer.



Binding to Data in the Designer
Transposing Columns and Rows

Binding to Data in the Designer
The image below shows a sample Pivot dashboard item that is bound to data.

To bind the Pivot dashboard item to data, drag and drop a data source field to a placeholder
contained in one of the available data sections. A table below lists and describes a Pivot's data
sections.

Section

Description

Values

Contains data items used to calculate values displayed in the pivot table.

Columns Contains data items whose values are used to label columns.
Rows

Contains data items whose values are used to label rows.

Transposing Columns and Rows
The Pivot dashboard item provides the capability to transpose pivot columns and rows. In this case,
data items contained in the Columns section are moved to the Rows section and vice versa.

To transpose the selected Pivot dashboard item, use the Transpose button in the Home ribbon tab.

Interactivity
This document describes the features that enable interaction between the Pivot and other
dashboard items. These features include Master Filtering.

Master Filtering
The Dashboard allows you to use any data-aware dashboard item as a filter for other dashboard
items (Master Filter). To learn more, see the Master Filtering topic, which describes filtering
concepts common to all dashboard items.
Data displayed in the Pivot dashboard item can be filtered by other master filter items. You can
prevent the pivot from being affected by other master filter items using the Ignore Master
Filters button on the Data Ribbon tab.

Conditional Formatting
The Pivot dashboard item supports the conditional formatting feature that provides the capability to
apply formatting to cells whose values meet the specified condition. This feature allows you to
highlight specific cells or entire rows/columns using a predefined set of rules. To learn more about
conditional formatting concepts common for all dashboard items, see the Conditional
Formatting topic.




Conditional Formatting Overview
Create a Format Rule
Edit a Format Rule

Conditional Formatting Overview
The Pivot dashboard item allows you to use conditional formatting to measures placed in
the Values section and dimensions placed in the Columns/Rows sections.

NOTE
Note that you can use hidden measures to specify a condition used to apply formatting to visible
values.

Create a Format Rule
To create a new format rule for the Pivot's dimension/measure, do one of the following.



Click the Options button next to the required measure/dimension, select Add Format
Rule and choose the condition.
Use the Edit Rules dialog.

Depending on the selected format condition, the dialog used to create a format rule for Pivot
contains different settings. For instance, the image below displays the Greater Than dialog invoked
for the measure.

This dialog contains the following settings specific to Pivot.





Intersection mode specifies the level on which to apply conditional formatting to pivot cells.
The following levels are supported.
1. Auto - Identifies the default level. For the Pivot dashboard item, Auto identifies
the First Level.
2. First Level - First level values are used to apply conditional formatting.
3. Last Level - The last level values are used to apply conditional formatting.
4. All Levels - All pivot data cells are used to apply conditional formatting.
5. Specific Level - Values from the specific level are used to apply conditional
formatting.
If you specified the Intersection mode as Specific Level, use the Row
dimension and Column dimension combo boxes to set the specific level.
The Apply to row and Apply to column check boxes allow you to specify whether to apply
the formatting to the entire pivot row/column.

NOTE
If you are creating a new format rule for the dimension from the Columns/Rows section, the
corresponding format condition dialog would not contain any Pivot specific settings.

Edit a Format Rule
To edit format rules for the current Grid dashboard item, use the following options.



Click the Edit Rules button in the Home ribbon tab or use corresponding item in the Pivot
context menu.
Click the menu button for the required data item and select Edit Rules.

All of these actions invoke the Edit Rules dialog containing existing format rules. To learn more,
see Conditional Formatting.

Totals Visibility
You can control the visibility of totals and grand totals for the entire Pivot dashboard item. For
instance, the image below displays the Pivot dashboard item with the disabled row totals.

To manage the visibility of totals and grand totals, use the Totals and Grand Totals buttons in
the Design ribbon tab, respectively.

These buttons invoke a popup menu that allows you to manage the visibility of column and row
totals/grand totals separately.

Expanded State
If the Columns or Rows section contains several data items, the Pivot column and row headers are
arranged in a hierarchy and make up column and row groups.

You can collapse and expand row and column groups using the and buttons. However, the
current expanded state of column and row groups do not save in the dashboard definition. If
necessary, you can specify the default expanded state using the Initial State button in
the Design ribbon tab.

This button invokes the popup menu that allows you to select whether column and row groups
should be collapsed or expanded by default.

Choropleth Map
The topics in this section describe the features available in the Choropleth Map dashboard item.
The Choropleth Map dashboard item allows you to colorize the required areas in proportion to the
provided values.

This section consists of the following subsections:


Providing Maps
Describes how to use default dashboard maps or provide custom maps.



Providing Data
Explains how to supply the Choropleth Map dashboard item with data.



Map Colouring
Details how to colour map shapes based on the values provided.



Map Navigation
Explains how to manage map zooming and scrolling.



Interactivity
Describes features that enable interaction between the Choropleth Map and other
dashboard items.



Labels
Describes how to display additional information related to map shapes.



Legend
Explains the map legend and its options.

Providing Maps
This document explains how to use the default Apex Dashboard maps, or provide custom maps.

Default Maps
Apex Dashboard ships with a set of default maps showing various parts of the world. The following
maps are included.









World Countries - a world map.
Europe - a map of Europe.
Asia - a map of Asia.
North America - a map of North America.
South America - a map of South America.
Africa - a map of Africa.
USA - a map of the USA.
Canada - a map of Canada.

NOTE
Note that the World Countries map has a lower level of detail than maps of specific regions and
may not contain some countries. As an alternative, you can load a custom map with the required
granularity.
To select the required default map, use the Default Map button in the Open group of
the Design ribbon tab.

As an alternative, use the corresponding command in the map context menu.

Map Attributes
After you select the default map or a custom map, you can view supplemental information (such as
the name of the country, state, etc.). To do this, click the Options button next to
the Attribute placeholder.

In the invoked Map Attribute Binding dialog, click Preview.

This table displays the available attributes for the current map. Each set of attribute values is related
to a specific map shape.

NOTE
Note that the field SOVEREIGNT may be the best field to map to for Interprise.

Providing Data
The Dashboard Designer allows you to bind various dashboard items to data in a virtually uniform
manner. To learn more, see the Binding Dashboard Items to Data topic.
The only difference is in the data sections that the required dashboard item has. This topic describes
how to bind a Choropleth Map dashboard item to data in the Designer.
The image below shows a sample Choropleth Map dashboard item that is bound to data.

To bind the Choropleth Map dashboard item to data, drag and drop a data source field to a
placeholder contained in one of the available data sections. The Choropleth Map provides two data
item groups for data binding: DATA ITEMS and TOOLTIP DATA ITEMS. Tables below list the available
data sections.
DATA ITEMS


Attribute - Allows you to associate map shapes with data source field values.
To associate map shapes with data source field values, drag-and-drop the required
dimension to the data item's placeholder and select the required attribute in the Map
Attribute Binding dialog. To invoke this dialog, click the Options button (the
icon) next
to the Attribute placeholder.



Select the required attribute and click OK.



Maps - Contains data items whose values are used to colour map shapes. Map shape
colours vary based on the map type.
Click the Options button (the
or
icon depending on the map type) next to
the Value placeholder and select the required map type in the invoked Choropleth Map
Options dialog.




If you select Value, the Choropleth map colours map shapes depending on the values
provided. To learn more, see Map Colouring.
If you select Delta, the Choropleth map colours map shapes depending on the difference
between two values. To learn how to specify delta indication settings, see Delta.

NOTE
You can fill several data item containers in the Maps section and use the Values drop-down menu
to switch between the provided values. To invoke the Values menu, click the
icon in the
dashboard item caption.

TOOLTIP DATA ITEMS


Measures - Allows you to add supplementary content to the tooltips. Drag and drop the
required measures to provide additional data.

Map Colouring
The Choropleth Map dashboard item colours map shapes depending on the data provided.
For instance, you can visualize a sales amount or population density.

Palette and Scale Settings
The Choropleth Map automatically selects palette and scale settings to colour map shapes.
If you need to customize these settings, click the Options button next to the data item that contains
these values.

This invokes the Choropleth Map Options dialog.

You can specify the following settings in this window.





Colour palette - allows you to specify the start and end colour of the palette.
Scale settings - specifies whether a percent scale or an absolute scale is used to define a set
of colours. You can specify the number of levels that represent the number of colours used
to colour the map.
Preview is used to display a full set of palette colours generated based on the start/end
colours and the number of levels. Use the Allow Edit check box to automatically change the
generated colours or specify value ranges for each colour.

To learn how to display a map legend, see Legend.
Also, the Choropleth Map allows you to visualize the difference between the actual and target values
of a particular parameter. To learn more, see the Delta topic.

Delta
The Choropleth Map allows you to indicate the difference between the actual and target values of a
particular parameter. This difference is called delta.

Delta Options
To specify delta indication settings, click the Options button next to the data item container.

This invokes the Choropleth Map Options dialog. When the map type is set to Delta, this dialog
contains the following settings.



Value Type
You can specify which values to display within map tooltips. Use the Value type combo box to
select the value that will be displayed as the delta value.



Result Indication
You can specify the condition that will be used to select the indicator colour. To do this, use
the Result indication combo box.



Threshold type and Threshold value
You can specify that a required indicator should only be displayed when the difference
between the actual and target values exceeds a specified value. For instance, the actual value
exceeds the target value by 10%, or by $2K.
Use the Threshold type combo box to select whether you wish to specify the threshold in
percentage values or in absolute values. Then use the Threshold value box to specify the
threshold value.

Map Navigation
The Choropleth Map dashboard item allows you to perform navigation actions such as zooming and
scrolling.
The Dashboard Designer allows you to specify the initial zooming/scrolling state for the Choropleth
map using the mouse.
You can disable the capability to scroll/zoom the map using the Lock Navigation button in
the Design ribbon tab.

Use the Full Extent button to display the entire map within the dashboard item.

Interactivity
This document describes the Master Filtering feature, which enables interaction between
the Choropleth Map and other dashboard items.

Master Filtering
The Dashboard allows you to use any data aware dashboard item as a filter for other dashboard
items (Master Filter).To learn more about the filtering concepts common to all dashboard items, see
the Master Filtering topic.
When Master Filtering is enabled, you can click a shape (or multiple shapes by holding down
the CTRL key) to make other dashboard items only display data related to the selected shape(s).

To learn how to enable Master Filtering in the Designer, see the Master Filtering topic.
To reset filtering, use the Clear Master Filter button (the
Master Filter command in the map's context menu.

icon) in the map's caption, or the Clear

Labels
A Choropleth map provides the capability to display titles within map shapes and allows you to
manage what data to show in the shape tooltips.
To manage map titles and tooltips, click the Shape Labels button in the Design ribbon tab.

This invokes the Shape Label Settings dialog.

In this dialog, you can specify attributes whose values will be displayed within shapes and tooltips.
Use the button to preview the available attributes and their values for the current map.

Shape Titles
The Title attribute option allows you to select the attribute whose values are displayed within
corresponding map shapes.

You can also use the Include summary value option to add summary values to shape titles.

Tooltips
The Choropleth Map dashboard item displays a tooltip that shows information related to a hovered
shape.

You can choose whether to use a binding attribute to display as the title of shape tooltips (the Use
binding attribute option) or specify a custom attribute using the Tooltip attribute option.

The Choropleth Map also allows you to add supplementary content to the tooltips using the
TOOLTIP DATA ITEMS area. To learn more, see the Providing Data topic.

Legend
A legend is an element of a map that shows values corresponding to each colour.

Visibility
To display a legend within a map, use the Show Legend button in the Legend group of
the Design Ribbon tab.

Position and Orientation
To specify the legend's position and orientation, select one of the predefined options from the
gallery in the Design Ribbon tab.

Range Filter
The Range Filter dashboard item allows you to apply filtering to other dashboard items. This item
displays a chart with selection thumbs that allow you to filter out values displayed along the
argument axis.

This section consists of the following subsections.


Providing Data
Explains how to supply the Range Filter dashboard item with data.



Series
Enumerates and describes different types of series that can be displayed within the Range
Filter dashboard item.



Interactivity
Describes features that enable interaction between the Range Filter and other dashboard
items.



Predefined Ranges
Shows you how to add predefined date-time periods that can be used to perform a selection
(for instance, year-to-date or quarter-to-date).



Colouring
Describes colouring capabilities of the Range Filter dashboard item.

Providing Data
The Dashboard Designer allows you to bind various dashboard items to data in a virtually uniform
manner. To learn more, see the Binding Dashboard Items to Data topic.
The only difference is in the data sections that the required dashboard item has. This topic describes
how to bind a Range Filter dashboard item to data in the Designer.
The image below shows a sample Range Filter dashboard item that is bound to data.

To bind the Range Filter dashboard item to data, drag and drop a data source field to a placeholder
contained in one of the available data sections. A table below lists and describes Range Filter data
sections.

Section

Description

Values

Contains data items against which the Y-coordinates of data points are calculated.

Argument Contains a data item that provides values displayed along the horizontal axis of the
Range Filter. Filtering is performed based on these values. Note that the Options button
(the
icon) allows you to create predefined ranges used to select the required datetime interval.
Series

Contains data items whose values are used to create chart series.

Series
The Range Filter dashboard item supports various Line and Area series types.
To switch between series types in the Designer, click the options button next to the required data
item in the Values section. In the invoked Series Type dialog, select the required series type and
click OK.

You can also do this using the buttons in the Series Type group of the Design Ribbon tab.

The Range Filter supports the following series types.
Line:

Stacked Line:

Full-Stacked Line

Area:

Stacked Area:

Full-Stacked Area:

Interactivity
This document describes the features that enable interaction between the Range Filter and other
dashboard items. These features include Master Filtering.

Master Filtering
The Dashboard allows you to use any data-aware dashboard item as a filter for other dashboard
items (Master Filter). To learn more, see the Master Filtering topic, which describes filtering
concepts common to all dashboard items.
Master filtering is always enabled for the Range Filter dashboard item. This Range Filter displays a
chart with selection thumbs that allow you to filter out values displayed along the argument axis.

To enable filtering across data sources for the Range Filter, use the Cross-Data-Source
Filtering button in the Data Ribbon tab.

You can enable/disable ignoring of other master filter items using the Ignore Master Filters button
in the Data Ribbon tab.

Predefined Ranges
The Range Filter dashboard item allows you to add a number of predefined date-time periods that
can be used to perform a selection (for instance, year-to-date or quarter-to-date).

To add a period, click the Options button (the
icon) next to the Argument placeholder or use
the Edit Periods button in the ribbon's Design tab. This invokes the Edit Periods dialog.

To add the selected period, use the

button or double-click this period.

This period will be added to the right pane of the Edit Periods dialog. The following settings are
available for the added period.




Caption - Specifies the caption corresponding to the period.
Period - Displays the date-time interval corresponding to the period.
Default - Allows you to use the selected period as the default selection in the Range Filter
dashboard item.

If necessary, you can customize the selected period by clicking the
the Edit Periods dialog. This invokes the Period dialog.

button in

NOTE
Note that the Edit dialog above contains the displayed periods (Year, Quarter, Month, Day) if
the group interval of the Range Filter argument is set to Day-Month-Year.
This dialog allows you to add the following periods.


Year - A period duration is measured in years.
o Previous Year - Identifies the entire previous year.
o This Year - Identifies the entire current year.
o Next Year - Identifies the entire next year.
o Last Years - Identifies a specific number of previous years. Use the Include
current option to specify whether or not the period is ended with the current year.
o Next Years - Identifies a specific number of next years. Use the Include
current option to specify whether or not the period is started from the current year.
o Year-to-date - A period from the beginning of the current year and up to the
current day.









Quarter - Period duration is measured in quarters.
o Previous Quarter - Identifies the entire previous quarter.
o This Quarter - Identifies the entire current quarter.
o Next Quarter - Identifies the entire next quarter.
o Last Quarter - Identifies a specific number of previous quarters. Use the Include
current option to specify whether or not the period ends with the current quarter.
o Next Quarter - Identifies a specific number of following quarters. Use the Include
current option to specify whether or not the period starts from the current quarter.
o Quarter-to-date - A period from the beginning of the current quarter and up to the
current day.
Month - Period duration is measured in months.
o Previous Month - Identifies the entire previous month.
o This Month - Identifies the entire current month.
o Next Month - Identifies the entire next month.
o Last Month - Identifies a specific number of previous months. Use the Include
current option to specify whether or not the period ends with the current month.
o Next Month - Identifies a specific number of the following months. Use the Include
current option to specify whether or not the period starts with the current month.
o Month-to-date - A period from the beginning of the current month and up to the
current day.
Day - Period duration is measured in days.
o Previous Day - Identifies the entire previous day.
o This Day - Identifies the entire current day.
o Next Day - Identifies the entire next day.
o Last Day - Identifies a specific number of previous days. Use the Include
current option to specify whether or not the period ends with the current day.
o Next Day - Identifies a specific number of the following days. Use the Include
current option to specify whether or not the period starts with the current day.
Custom - A custom period.
o

Allows you to specify a period with the custom boundaries (Start point and End
point).

You can specify the following settings for the start/end boundaries.




None - The selection will begin from the start/end of the visible range.
Fixed - Allows you to select a specific date value using the calendar.
Flow - Allows you to select a relative date value. The Interval option
specifies the interval between the current date and the required date.
The Offset option allows you to set the number of such intervals.

NOTE
Note that the Offset option can accept negative and positive values. Negative values correspond to
dates before the current date, while positive values correspond to future dates.

Colouring
Certain dashboard items provide the capability to colour dashboard item elements by associating
dimension values/measures and specified colours. You can choose whether to use a global colour
scheme to provide consistent colours for identical values or specify a local colour scheme for each
dashboard item. To learn more about colouring concepts common for all dashboard items, see
the Colouring section.
By default, the Range Filter dashboard item colours different measures and series dimensions by
hue. The image below illustrates the Range Filter dashboard item whose series points corresponding
to different categories are coloured in different colours.

